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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of interaction in mechanical multi-body systems and shows that subsystem interaction
can be considerably minimized while increasing performance if an efficient disturbance model is used. In order to
illustrate the advantage of the proposed intelligent disturbance filter, two linear model based techniques are considered:
IMC and the model based predictive (MPC) approach. As an illustrative example, multivariable mass-spring-damper and
quarter car systems are presented. An adaptation mechanism is introduced to account for linear parameter varying LPV
conditions. In this paper we show that, even if the IMC control strategy was not designed for MIMO systems, if a proper
filter is used, IMC can successfully deal with disturbance rejection in a multivariable system, and the results obtained are
comparable with those obtained by a MIMO predictive control approach. The results suggest that both methods perform
equally well, with similar numerical complexity and implementation effort.
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1. Introduction
The importance of feedback compensators has been
recognized as being key elements to guarantee the
desired performance of a process. Two main objectives
are required: the ability to track a desired set-
point (the servo problem) and the property to eﬃciently
reject disturbances (the regulatory problem) (Skogestad
and Postlethwaite, 2005; Jiang, 2006). The challenge
for the control engineer consists in developing a strat-
egy to deal with these objectives, which assumes some
sort of trade-oﬀ between fast closed loop dynamics and
robustness.
To achieve higher performance and autonomy,
both the system hardware and the control logic must
advance. The system hardware, including sensors, actu-
ators, computing platforms, and communication net-
works determines the ultimate autonomy levels and
performance that can be achieved in an ideal world
free of practical worries such as disturbance, sensor
failures, and uncertain and varying operating condi-
tions. The control algorithm, comprising feedback
control as well as feedforward and reference generation,
determines how much of this performance and
autonomy is actually achieved in the nonideal industrial
reality.
Due to their simplicity, control schemes currently
used in industry are incapable of fully exploiting the
continually increasing potential of hardware.
According to reports from the actual industrial land-
scape, 60% of controllers (almost entirely PID based
control) are poorly or manually tuned. Moreover, the
complex dynamics of industrial processes are clearly in
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constant change, leading to poor performance of these
controllers after only six months (Bauer et al., 2016).
It is mandatory thus that i) PID controllers are used
for low level control and tuned based on speciﬁcations
with CAD tools, and ii) advanced control is employed
for plantwide optimization. The advanced control algo-
rithms need to cope with complex systems dynamics as
hardware evolution generally leads to systems with
internal ﬂexibilities, multiple sensors, and multiple
actuators. Combining complex dynamics with the
need for higher performance and robustness makes
the control task very challenging.
In the literature, various methods have already been
developed to deal with external Gaussian noise, but
most of these are designed in state-space formulation
(Li et al., 2016) and based on an H1 approach (Azman
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). However, to the know-
ledge of the authors, there are no or limited papers that
discuss the rejection of periodical disturbances and/or
the oscillation introduced by the dynamics of the
system. Moreover, Samad (2017) has shown that the
most relevant control algorithms for industry are PID
and MPC followed later by robust control. Hence, it is
our goal to provide pragmatic approaches relevant to
industry, and therefore two model based advanced con-
trol methodologies are proposed in answer to these
industrial challenges. A feedback based controller
based on an internal model (IMC) is proposed with
augmented disturbance ﬁlter design. Used in a single
input single output context, periodic disturbances and
repetitive tasks may be easily embedded in this disturb-
ance ﬁlter, and consequently the overall performance
can be signiﬁcantly increased. Used in a multivariable
setting, the interactions between subsystems are thus
compensated, including possibly additional dynamic
nodes. The second advanced method is a predictive
control (MPC) algorithm with intrinsic feedforward
compensation capabilities. This algorithm also contains
an augmented disturbance ﬁlter and can serve similar
purposes to the IMC algorithm.
In this paper, we investigate the potential of the
IMC as an integrated solution to eﬀectively reject
disturbances entering at the input of the process.
Compared to previous studies, the proposed method-
ology does not require any frequency weights to design
the controller. The proposed design methodology has
closed loop performance oriented tuning parameters,
making it a versatile method. It uses concepts of gen-
eralized disturbance rejection by means of diophantine
equations. Similar concepts are encountered in model
based predictive algorithms (Meadows and Badgwell,
1998; Maciejowski, 2000; Qin and Badgwell,
2002; Camacho and Bordons, 2004), in which the
authors are well-experienced through their develop-
ment of the Extended Prediction Self-Adaptive
Controller (EPSAC) (De Keyser, 2003). In the
EPSAC control formulation, if the main frequency of
the disturbance is known, it is possible to model it and
to provide this additional information to the controller,
obtaining signiﬁcant improvement in both closed loop
performance and disturbance rejection capability
(De Keyser and Ionescu, 2003).
The class of dynamic processes that can be addressed
by the proposed methodology includes (but is not
limited to) heavy duty industry utility machinery
(weaving, agricultural combined harvesting, mining,
and transportation machinery), all being composed of
interacting subsystems and vibration propagation fea-
tures. Theoretical assumptions are demonstrated on an
illustrative example from mechanical systems, known
to be relevant for vibration suppression, interaction
mechanism, and stochastic disturbance proﬁles. The per-
formance and eﬃciency of the proposed strategy is eval-
uated using a multivariable mass-spring-damper system
with poor damping properties. As such, this speciﬁc
fourth-order system represents a challenge regarding
the design of any regulator (Alcantara et al., 2011b).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
IMC controller and the prediction-based controller is
presented. Next, the mass-spring-damper system used
as a testbench for the proposed methodology is
described in Section 3. The outcome of the proposed
methodology for general disturbance rejection is ana-
lyzed and the results of the designed controllers (IMC
and EPSAC) along with some implementation aspects
are presented in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion section
summarizes the main outcomes of this work.
2. Proposed methodologies
2.1. IMC with augmented disturbance filter
Internal Model Control (IMC) (Garcia and Morari,
1982; Rivera et al., 1986; Morari and Zaﬁriou, 1989)
is a control strategy based on the use of a plant model
that captures the main process characteristics and
allows a proper compensation of the process output,
followed by an algebraic formulation that provides
the optimal manipulated variables. Internal Model
Control (IMC) techniques are a subset of model
based control techniques, which are often used in chem-
ical process control, but have recently been borrowed in
other applications (e.g. mechatronics). These tech-
niques have the potential to achieve good closed loop
performance while taking into account the model struc-
ture of the process (e.g. varying time delays and peri-
odic disturbances). Many successful implementations in
real life processes have been reported (e.g. Rivera
et al. (1986); Morari and Zaﬁriou (1989); Bequette
(2003), to mention just a few). It is however observed
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that, although basic IMC provides adequate suppres-
sion of output disturbances, it does a poor job of sup-
pressing input disturbances when the process dynamics
are signiﬁcantly slower than the desired closed-loop
dynamics (Chien and Fruehauf, 1990; Ho et al.,
1994). Consequently, later studies have been focused
on the search for new ﬁlters and/or alternative proced-
ures to improve the closed-loop bandwidth and robust-
ness, as presented in Campi et al. (1994). The
conventional ﬁlter was modiﬁed to improve input dis-
turbance attenuation on stable plants (Horn et al.,
1996) and was later extended to unstable plants
(Lee et al., 2000). Some of the ideas of robust control
were introduced in Dehghani et al. (2006), where a
numerical design based on H1 ideas was used.
Following the same trend, Alcantara et al. (2011a) pro-
pose a simpler IMC-like H1, which requires less
assumptions, thus overcoming some basic limitations
of similar approaches. An improvement to the previous
method was obtained in Alcantara et al. (2011b), where
an analytical solution based on H2 was proposed to
achieve a compensator that balances the input/output
disturbances’ rejection performance. One of the limita-
tions of the previous strategy is the diﬃculty of ﬁnding
the required weighting design parameters for the case of
low-damping systems with more than one resonant fre-
quency (i.e. higher than second order).
The Internal Model Control (IMC) philosophy relies
on the Internal Model Principle, which states that
control can be achieved only if the control system
encapsulates, either implicitly or explicitly, some repre-
sentation of the process to be controlled. In particular,
if the control scheme has been developed based on an
exact model of the process, then perfect control is the-
oretically possible (Bequette, 2003). Thus, assuming a
process described by the transfer function Pðq1Þ ¼
Bðq1Þ
Aðq1Þ, the ideal will be to design a controller deﬁned
as Rðq1Þ ¼ Aðq1Þ
Bðq1Þ, which is the inverse of the transfer
function of the process. In this way, by having complete
knowledge about the process being controlled and by
designing such a controller, we can achieve perfect con-
trol with the output of the system, even in open loop,
always equal to the setpoint.
However, in practice, process-model mismatch is
common; the process model may not be invertible
and the system is often aﬀected by unknown disturb-
ances. Thus, is not possible to design a ‘‘perfect’’ con-
troller Rðq1Þ ¼ Aðq1Þ
Bðq1Þ, and the above open loop control
arrangement will not be able to maintain output at
setpoint. The Internal Model Control (IMC) strategy
has the generic block structure depicted in Figure 1.
In this ﬁgure, d is an unknown disturbance aﬀecting
the system. The manipulated input u is introduced to
both the process and its model. The process output, y,
is compared with the output of the model x^, resulting
in a signal d^. If the process is well known, then a per-
fect estimation of the disturbances will be reached.
It is important in IMC control to avoid an unstable
or noncausal compensator transfer function by
adding a ﬁlter F(q1) to make the compensator
proper (Bequette, 2003), and to separate the model in
‘‘invertible’’ and ‘‘non invertible’’ parts in order to
design the controller. Within the IMC context, the con-
troller is tuned by using the inverse of the process to
compensate the process dynamics. In order to apply
this approach, the process must be split into an invert-
ible (good) part and a noninvertible (bad) part.
For instance, if the transfer function of the process
has a time delay or presents nonminimum phase
dynamics, these make up the bad part of the process
denoted as Bb(q
1). The remainder of the transfer func-
tion makes up the good part of the process and is
denoted as Bg(q
1). The inverse of the invertible part
is a causal and stable transfer function with B(q1) ¼
Bg(q
1)Bb(q
1).
As mentioned earlier, a causal controller is designed
by adding a ﬁlter F(q1). This ﬁlter is tuned with respect
to the system disturbance and the user may choose
between two approaches. For the ﬁrst approach, here-
after called a basic ﬁlter, the ﬁlter is designed in order to
reject a step disturbance d at the output of the process
and its form is given by
Fðq1Þ ¼ ð1þ aÞ
n
ð1þ a  q1Þn ð1Þ
with steady state gain F(1) ¼ 1 and a a design
parameter deﬁned as a ¼ eTs=l where Ts is the
sampling period. The (negative) values of this design
parameter are within 055 aj j5 1, and they are
related to the closed-loop speed as follows: if l
increases, the aj j converges towards 1 and the settling
time will be larger.
Note that the basic ﬁlter cannot reject a step disturb-
ance at the input of the process or a ramp disturbance
at the output of the process. The second approach over-
comes this limitation, hereafter called the extended
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the IMC structure.
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ﬁlter, given by
F q1
  ¼ ð1þ aÞnð1þ a  q1Þn  1 f þ fq1
  ð2Þ
with
f ¼ na
1þ a ðb1 þ 2b2 þ 3b3. . .þmbmÞ ð3Þ
and the parameters bi the coeﬃcients of the bad part of
the process
Bbðq1Þ ¼ 0þ b1q1 þ b2q2 þ . . .þ bmqmPm
i¼1
bi ¼ 1 ¼ Bbð1Þ
8<
: ð4Þ
However, for most industrial applications, the pro-
cess disturbance has a diﬀerent dynamics than a step or
a ramp. Thus, the generic idea is to design a proper
ﬁlter that can model any type of disturbance and pro-
vide this additional information to the controller. This
approach, called a diophantine ﬁlter, was presented in
detail in De Keyser et al. (2015) and has concepts bor-
rowed from predictive control (De Keyser and
Ionescu, 2003).
Given a repetitive (e.g. sinusoidal) disturbance
acting on the system, this can be modelled and used
as an augmented disturbance ﬁlter in the IMC algo-
rithm. This can be best viewed in Figure 2, where
the nominal closed loop can be deﬁned as in the fol-
lowing equation, based on the IMC control structure
(Figure 1) and on Bðq1Þ ¼ Bgðq1ÞBbðq1Þ
yðtÞ ¼ Bb q1
 
F q1
 
wðtÞ
þ 1 Bb q1
 
Fðq1Þ Cðq1Þ
Dðq1Þ hðtÞ
ð5Þ
where h(t) is a discrete-time unit impulse. The disturb-
ance model can be deﬁned as a function of the type and
location of the disturbance
. step at process output: Cðq
1Þ
Dðq1Þ ¼ ...1q1
. step at process input: Cðq
1Þ
Dðq1Þ ¼ ...ð1q1ÞAðq1Þ
. ramp at process output: Cðq
1Þ
Dðq1Þ ¼ ...ð1q1Þ2
. periodic/repetitive: Cðq
1Þ
Dðq1Þ ¼ ...ð1ej!Ts q1Þð1ej!Ts q1Þ
A periodic disturbance is not the only dynamics that
can be rejected. Other types of input/output disturb-
ances, as well as speciﬁc process dynamics, can be
ﬁltered if the disturbance ﬁlter Fðq1Þ ¼ FNðq1Þ
FDðq1Þ is ade-
quately designed (De Keyser et al., 2015).
According to the principle of internal model control,
the main idea is to include the disturbance signal,
deﬁned by D(q1), in the controller in order to have
eﬃcient disturbance rejection. By including the dynam-
ics of the disturbance signal D(q1) into the ﬁlter
design, the poles of the disturbance signal become
zeros in the controller, and thus perfect compensation
can be achieved. Following this reasoning, the numer-
ator of 1 Bbðq1ÞFðq1Þ
 
has to explicitly include
D(q1), which employs the following equivalence
FDðq1Þ  Bbðq1ÞFNðq1Þ ¼ Dðq1ÞQðq1Þ ð6Þ
Given D(q1), FD(q
1), and Bb(q
1), one needs to
ﬁnd the polynomials FN(q
1) and Q(q1) using concepts
of generalized disturbance rejection via the diophantine
equation. Solving the diophantine equation leads to the
coeﬃcient identiﬁcation procedure, taking into account
that the orders of FN and Q have to be chosen such that
the diophantine equation results in an unique solution.
Based on the fact that the controller R(q1) for an IMC
structure (Figure 1) is given by
Rðq1Þ ¼ Aðq
1ÞFðq1Þ
Bgðq1Þ  Fðq1ÞBðq1Þ ð7Þ
it can be seen that the poles D(q1) of the disturbance
ﬁlter are then indeed poles of the controller.
2.2. Prediction-based control MPC-EPSAC with
augmented disturbance filter
Model based predictive control (MPC) is a control
methodology that uses a process model on-line for cal-
culating predictions of future plant output, and based
on that optimizes future control actions.
Figure 2. Conceptual block scheme of the augmented dis-
turbance filter.
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The MPC principle is depicted in Figure 3. Referring
to this ﬁgure, the following strategy is followed:
. At each ‘‘current’’ moment t, the process output
y(tþk) is predicted over a time horizon k ¼
N1. . .N2. The predicted values are indicated by
y(tþkjt), and the value of N2 is called the prediction
horizon. The prediction is done by means of a model
of the process and depends on the past inputs and
outputs, but also on the future control scenario
{u(tþkjt),k ¼ N1. . .N2}.
. A reference trajectory {r(t þ kjt),k ¼ N1. . .N2}, evol-
ving towards the setpoint w, is deﬁned over the pre-
diction horizon, describing how we want to guide the
process output from its current value y(t) to its set-
point w.
. The control vector {u(t þ kjt),k ¼ N1. . .N2} is calcu-
lated in order to minimize a speciﬁed cost function.
For illustration here, the simplest kind of cost func-
tion is shown, where the control eﬀort is not taken
into account (l ¼ 0)
XN2
k¼N1
rðtþ kjtÞ  yðtþ kjtÞ½ 2 !Minimize uðtþ kjtÞ ð8Þ
where N1 and N2 are called the cost horizons.
. The ﬁrst element u(tjt) of the optimal control vector
is actually applied to the real process. All other elem-
ents of the calculated control vector can be forgot-
ten. This approach is typical for the receding horizon
principle. Hence, at the next sampling time, this opti-
mization is repeated again, taking into account the
new measurement information. This actually intro-
duces the feedback component into the whole strat-
egy, resulting in a closed-loop conﬁguration.
MPC is not one particular control strategy but in
fact stands for a large family of diﬀerent control stra-
tegies. In this paper, the linear EPSAC-approach
(Extended Prediction Self-Adaptive Control) as
described in De Keyser (2003) is used.
Unlike other academic MPC strategies, the EPSAC
approach is based on input-output ﬁltering techniques,
thus making it very attractive for industrial applica-
tions. In fact, it has been successfully embedded and
applied in manifold industrial settings, ranging from
very fast processes (e.g. electronics) (De Keyser
et al., 2006; De Keyser and Donald, 2007; Castano
et al., 2015; Dutta et al., 2016) to moderate and slow
processes (e.g. thermal plants) (De Keyser and
Hernandez, 2014; Dutta et al., 2014; Ionescu
et al., 2016). The simplicity of the methodology allowed
its implementation in FPGAs and PLC execution plat-
forms (Folea et al., 2016).
In the EPSAC-approach to MPC, the future response
y(t þ kjt) can be considered the sum of two parts
yðtþ kjtÞ ¼ ybaseðtþ kjtÞ þ yoptðtþ kjtÞ ð9Þ
The ﬁrst part is the base response ybase(t þ kjt), which is
the eﬀect of the past inputs u(t - 1),u(t - 2). . ., a future
base control sequence ubase(t þ kjt), and the predicted
disturbance n(t þ kjt). The second part of the future
response is yopt(t þ kjt), which represents the eﬀect of
the optimizing control actions u(tjt),. . .,u(t þ Nu - 1jt)
with u(t þ kjt) ¼ u(t þ kjt) - ubase(t þ kjt), in a control
horizon Nu.
The optimized output can be expressed as the dis-
crete-time convolution of the unit impulse response
coeﬃcients h1,. . .,hN2 and unit step response coeﬃcients
g1,. . .,gN2 of the system as follows
yoptðtþ kjtÞ ¼ hkuðtjtÞ þ hk1uðtþ 1jtÞ þ . . .
þ gkNuþ1uðtþNu  1jtÞ
ð10Þ
This can all be summarized in matrix notation as
yoptðtþN1jtÞ
yoptðtþN1 þ 1Þ
..
.
yoptðtþN2jtÞ
2
66664
3
77775 ¼ G
uðtjtÞ
uðtþ 1jtÞ
..
.
uðtþNu  1jtÞ
2
66664
3
77775 ð11Þ
where G is given by
G ¼
hN1 hN11 . . . gN1Nuþ1
hN1þ1 hN1 . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
hN2 hN21 . . . gN2Nuþ1
2
6664
3
7775 ð12Þ
This can be again summarized in the key EPSAC
equation
Y ¼ Ybase þ Yopt ¼ Yþ GU ð13Þ
Figure 3. The MPC principle.
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The cost function which needs to be optimized con-
tains both the control error and the control eﬀort
XN2
k¼N1
rðtþ kjtÞ  yðtþ kjtÞ½ 2 þ 
XNu1
k¼0
uðtþ kjtÞ½ 2 ð14Þ
where  is a weighting parameter (another design par-
ameter) and variable u(.j.) is the control increment
uðtþ kjtÞ ¼ uðtþ kjtÞ  uðtþ k 1jtÞð Þ (De Keyser,
2003).
Once the output is predicted, it is possible to optimize
the control signal U by minimizing the cost function
VðUÞ ¼
XN2
k¼N1
rðtþ kjtÞ  yðtþ kjtÞ½ 2 ð15Þ
Notice that the controller cost function (equation
(15)) can be easily extended to many alternative cost
functions (similar to the approach in optimal control
theory) as described in De Keyser (2003).
Of particular interest when applying MPC-EPSAC
in a multivariable setting is its capability to optimize
either i) at plantwide level, or ii) at subsystem level,
described brieﬂy hereafter.
Plantwide optimization takes into account the inter-
action between subsystems and uses it to its advantage,
temporarily allowing slightly reduced performance in
one subsystem to help the interacting subsystem beneﬁt
from faster recovery. Seen as an integrated optimiza-
tion of heterogeneous subsystems, this robust optimiza-
tion seems to give the best results in terms of
performance and energy eﬃciency.
Since the identiﬁed system is linear, a linear pre-
dictor can be used as in
y1 ¼ G11 u1 þ G12 u2 þ f1
y2 ¼ G21 u1 þ G22 u2 þ f2
ð16Þ
with  ¼ 1 q1 the diﬀerence ﬁlter and yk and uk (k ¼
1,2) the vectors of future outputs and inputs of the
predictor
yk ¼ ½ ykðtþN1Þ . . . ykðtþN2ÞT
uk ¼ ½ukðtÞ . . . ukðtþNu  1ÞT
ð17Þ
with k ¼ 1, 2, N1 the minimum prediction horizon (i.e.
the number of delays in samples plus one), N2 the max-
imum prediction horizon (i.e. tuning of the closed loop
response), Nu the control horizon (usually kept equal to
one), and Gjk a matrix containing the coeﬃcients of the
step responses of the k-th input to the j-th output start-
ing from N1 to N2. The number of future control
samples that can be changed is equal to Nu. The
terms fk denote the free response of the predictor at
the k-th output, i.e. the response yk for the predictor
when uj ¼ 0, with j ¼ 1, 2.
If no constraints are active, the cost function
adapted from equation (14) for the multivariable case
is given by
Jðu1,u2Þ ¼
X2
k¼1
jjrk  ykjj22 þ jjukjj22 ð18Þ
with jj.jj2 as the quadratic norm of the vector,  a
weighting factor and rk the vector of the future set-
points of the k-th output. Minimization with respect
to uk results in the optimal control action
u ¼ ðGTGþ I Þ1GTðr f Þ ð19Þ
with G, u, and r - f deﬁned by
G ¼ G11 G12
G21 G22
 
; u ¼ u1
u2
 
; r f ¼ r1  f1
r2  f2
 
and I a unity matrix. At time t, only the control action
uk(t), (k ¼ 1,2) is applied to the system, and the whole
procedure is repeated at the next time step.
For subsystem optimization, the tracking error and
the control eﬀort are optimized taking into account the
interaction with other subsystems, but weighting only
its own performance, at the cost of disturbing other,
interconnected subsystems. The cost function can be
written as
y1 ¼ G11 u1 þ G12 u2 þ f1
y2 ¼ G21 u1 þ G22 u2 þ f2
ð20Þ
which expresses the fact that during the prediction of
the output y1, the input u2 is treated as a known dis-
turbance. Similarly for y2. The optimal cost is
JkðukÞ ¼ jjrk  ykjj22 þ jjukjj22 ð21Þ
which results in two equations linear in the unknown
control vectors uk, (k ¼ 1,2). Solving these equations
gives the optimal control strategy per subsystem as
u ¼ ðGTdiagGþ IÞ1GTdiagðr f Þ ð22Þ
with elements deﬁned as
Gdiag ¼
G11 0
0 G22
 
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the decentralized matrix, whereas G contains all inter-
action elements as well. The robustness of the MPC
control strategy has been discussed in Castano
et al. (2015) and is beyond of the scope of this paper.
3. Illustrative example
As an illustrative example of a multi-body mechanical
system, i.e. a quarter car module, a mass spring
damper multivariable system is presented. For this
process, the IMC controller was designed in order
to minimize the interaction between subsystems. The
proposed idea is to apply a decentralized approach
and to use the augmented disturbance ﬁlter to com-
pensate for the interaction between the subsystems
(considered as interconnected disturbances). Note
that low level controllers such as PIDs cannot eﬃ-
ciently deal with such a complex structure of systems.
In this paper, an IMC controller for MIMO systems
was developed based on diophantine equations and
the disturbance ﬁlter concept. The IMC ﬁlter is
designed taking into account the dynamics of the sub-
systems, and thus the proposed controller not only
rejects input disturbances but also minimizes the
interaction between subsystems. The results obtained
using the IMC approach are comparable with the
results obtained by a multivariable predictive control
approach.
The MIMO mass spring damper benchmark
system is given by the following state space model
Figure 5. Bode plot of the 2DOF mass spring damper system.
Figure 4. A mass-spring damper system.
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(Shahruz, 2009)
A ¼
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 k1
m1
k1
m1
 b1
m1
b1
m1
k1
m2
 k1 þ k2
m2
b1
m2
 b1 þ b2
m2
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð23Þ
B ¼
0 0
0 0
1
m1
0
0
1
m2
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð24Þ
C ¼ 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 
ð25Þ
Figure 6. Time evolution of the output of the system for input step disturbance using IMC controller with: (a) extended filter;
(b) diophantine equation; (c) diophantine equation with pre-filter for input tracking.
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with k1 ¼ 1 N/m; k2 ¼ 4 N/m; b1 ¼ 0.2 Nm/s; b2 ¼ 0.1
Nm/s; m1 ¼ 1 kg; m2 ¼ 2 kg. This system can approxi-
mate well the dynamics of a simpliﬁed half-car suspen-
sion pendulum with two body mass, a simpliﬁed model
of coupled combine harvester (1st mass) and header (2nd
mass) dynamics. This system has been used to report
iterative learning control algorithms (Doh and Ryoo,
2008), disturbance estimators (Tang et al., 2014), and
distributed control (Yook et al., 2001), to mention a few.
The Bode plot of the system is given in Figure 5
below. The peak frequencies are in the vicinity of 1
rad/s frequency.
This section brieﬂy summarizes the control strategies
used in this study. The equivalent transfer function
matrix resulting from equations (23), (24), and (25) is
used for both prediction and emulation of the real pro-
cess. All simulations used the same sampling period
of 0.1 seconds and the same prediction horizon of
50 samples. The control horizon and delay have been
set to 1 sample.
In order to implement the transfer function of the
process in real time, we need to ﬁnd its equivalent in
discrete time. A suitable sampling period Ts of 10 ms
has been chosen. The discrete time equivalent transfer
function expressed in q1 is given by
P11ðq1Þ ¼
0:004963q1  0:004799q2  0:004775q3
þ0:004856q4
 	
1 3:931q1 þ 5:828q2  3:863q3 þ 0:9656q4
ð26Þ
P12ðq1Þ ¼ P21ðq1Þ ¼
1:856e5q1 þ 7:132e5q2
2:67e5q3  1:418e5q4
 	
1 3:931q1 þ 5:828q2  3:863q3
þ0:9656q4
 	
ð27Þ
Figure 7. Output of the system considering input step disturbance with MIMO-EPSAC approach using: (a) default filter; (b) intel-
ligent filter.
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P22ðq1Þ ¼
0:002482q1  0:002421q2  0:002433q3
þ0:002421q4
 	
1 3:931q1 þ 5:828q2  3:863q3
þ0:9656q4
 	
ð28Þ
For implementing MPC-EPSAC, this process model
is used directly for prediction. For the IMC approach,
it is necessary to split B(q1) into a good part and a bad
part as follows
Bgðq1Þ ¼ 0:005 0:0098q1 þ 0:0049q2
Bbðq1Þ ¼ 0:5013q1 þ 0:4987q2
ð29Þ
It is well known that the dynamics of the system play an
important role in disturbance rejection. Thus, in order
to eﬃciently compensate for the dynamics of the system,
the disturbance model should include the denominator
of the process transfer function such that Cðq
1Þ
Dðq1Þ ¼
1
ð1q1ÞAðq1Þ . For the case study presented here, the
denominator of the disturbance model is deﬁned as
Dðq1Þ ¼ 1 4:9310q1 þ 9:7591q2  9:6908q3
þ 4:8282q4  0:9656q5 ð30Þ
As previously discussed, to obtain a proper/semi-proper
transfer function of the controller, a ﬁlter needs to be
designed. For the IMC controller, an extended ﬁler and a
ﬁlter based on a diophantine equation (De Keyser
et al., 2015) was considered. Note that both ﬁlters were
designing within the same speciﬁcations, and the param-
eter a was set to 0.8. Since the extended ﬁlter is well
known in the literature, numerical example is shown
only for the diophantine ﬁlter as follows
Fðq1Þ ¼
0:7044 2:5714q1 þ 3:5425q2  2:1829q3
þ0:5076q4
 	
1:0000 4:5000q1 þ 8:4375q2  8:4375q3
þ4:7461q4  1:4238q5 þ 0:1780q6
 	
ð31Þ
Figure 8. Default filter—Comparison between: (a) IMC controller and (b) EPSAC controller.
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To reject the disturbance and to compensate for the
dynamics of the subsystem interactions, the poles intro-
duced by the disturbance model should be canceled by
the zeros of (1Bb(q1)F(q1)). Next, the poles of the
disturbance model D are given as
0:9739þ 0:1629i
0:9739 0:1629i
1:0000
0:9916þ 0:0845i
0:9916 0:0845i
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð32Þ
while the zeros of (1 Bb(q1)F(q1)) (where F is com-
puted using the diophantine equation) are
0:9739þ 0:1629i
0:9739 0:1629i
1:0000
0:9916þ 0:0845i
0:9916 0:0845i
0:0779
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð33Þ
4. Results and discussion
The designed control architecture for the mass spring
damper benchmark system was implemented and tested
in Matlab. The simulation examples are derived from a
real life experimental case study and have been not
included here for conﬁdentiality reasons. Currently,
these methods are employed on a real life system, but we
do not have clearance for using real life data. However a
similar approach for a single-input-single-output system
was designed and successfully implemented on a real life
process consisting of a mass-spring-damper system with
two masses (De Keyser et al., 2015). Consequently, the
designed controllers were validated using a hardware-in-
the-loop conﬁguration. Here, a Speedgoat real-time target
machine SN3192 with an Intel Core i3 2.4 GHz CPU and
2048 MB RAM was used. Multiple experiments with dif-
ferent input disturbances were performed in order to show
the eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm. For the ﬁrst
experiment, a step input disturbance was employed.
The results for disturbance rejection are summarized
in Table I and illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) for
the IMC controller. One can see that the extended IMC
controller cannot eﬃciently reject the disturbance.
Figure 9. Comparison between (a) IMC controller and (b) EPSAC controller when intelligent filter is employed.
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However, if the IMC is designed based on the diophan-
tine equation, the disturbance is successfully rejected,
and the interaction between subsystems is minimized.
Thus, the proposed IMC approach with the diophan-
tine equation can also be used to compensate for special
dynamics in the system.
Both these ﬁlters have zeros, hence they will introduce
signiﬁcant overshoot dynamics for step setpoint changes.
A counter-acting solution is to use a pre-ﬁlter on the
setpoint signal and cancel the zeros of the ﬁlter. If a
pre-ﬁlter is used, it will have no eﬀect on the disturbance
rejection but will greatly inﬂuence the setpoint tracking
and implicit control eﬀort—see Figure 6(c).
Next to the IMC controller, a predictive controller (i.e.
via the EPSACapproach)was designed and implemented.
Similar to the IMC, a default ﬁlter (which does not take
the system dynamics into account) and an intelligent ﬁlter
(which includes the system dynamics) were used for dis-
turbance rejection. The results obtained are illustrated in
Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The second experiment investigated
here consider a sinusoidal input disturbance, and the
results for the IMC and EPSAC controller are given in
Figures 8(a)–9(b). We may conclude that the disturbance
is eﬃciently rejected and the dynamics of the system are
well compensated if an adequate ﬁlter is used. Note that
the oscillations of the control action are induced by the
input disturbance signal, the eﬀort to compensate for the
dynamic of the system, and also by the quantization error
eﬀect. The results indicate that both controllers (IMC and
EPSAC) have similar performance.
To further prove the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
methodology, the performance of the controllers is
evaluated using the well known performance index inte-
gral of the absolute magnitude of the error (IAE) with
mathematical deﬁnition given by the equation
IAE ¼
Z
jerrorj dt ð34Þ
Since the A(q1) is present in both disturbance
models, any change in process model will adapt the
disturbance ﬁlter, thus the proposed methodologies
can deal with varying dynamics from poorly damped
to critical damped systems.
5. Conclusions
Two model based control strategies (IMC and MPC-
EPSAC) with augmented disturbance ﬁlter design have
been proposed and evaluated in this paper. The illustra-
tive example was carefully chosen to clearly allow max-
imal exploitation of controller properties to the beneﬁt of
the output performance in the presence of strong subsys-
tem interaction. The proposed IMC strategymakes use of
the diophantine equation in order to design a ﬁlter which
eﬀectively minimizes subsystem interactions. As has been
shown in the paper, both methodologies can be success-
fully used to compensate for the dynamics of the process,
allowing fast disturbance rejection even for poorly
damped processes. The results obtained reveal the beneﬁt
of the intelligent ﬁlter and indicate that both control stra-
tegies provide good performance in disturbance rejection
and subsystem interaction in a MIMO context.
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